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Client: Detroit Sip

Jevona Watson (Owner)

Communicated Wants 

- The outside to look sophisticated and inviting to the surrounding community
- Customers to feel happy, invited and cared for in the space
- The focus to not be so much on the coffee, but rather bringing the 

community together
- Customers to feel happy, invited and cared for in the space
- The space to have a sense of Detroit, maybe through images, and a deep 

connection to the community

 



Insights

Keywords

Approachable

Authentic

Sophisticated (Resolved)

Homey

"creating natural connections, not staged/forced"



Our Goals

1. Create a space that is inviting and comfortable, making an exterior and 
interior that are cohesive both visually and experientially. 

2. Create a space that is enticing to new customers and the existing 
community.

 
3. Use the space to celebrate Detroit and foster community through different 

local partnerships and events



Problem identification

Extend the Detroit Sip logo into a complete visual identity and branding system that can be used 

consistently throughout an entire customer experience. 
- These elements like your logo, a color palette, consistent fonts and font styles, etc., may be seen in materials (i.e. a menu, an 

announcement, or paper goods) to help make a consistent experience. 

Unify physical and virtual spaces to feel consistent, professional and calm (visually resolved) by 

implementing that brand throughout the customer experience.
- signage for the exterior facade, sidewalk and front windows
- considering the potential of the large wall with the rotating art display

Make Detroit Sip more visible to potential customers beyond the communities already using the space

- digital presence (website, social media)
- marketing/advertising strategies
- signage for the exterior facade, sidewalk and front windows
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Exterior Signage
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Physical Mockup
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WEBSITE
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HANDWRITTEN

BRAND ELEMENTS



Website Planning



LANDING PAGE SKETCHES



VIBE/TONE 
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Proposed Website


